Figure Assignment
Experimental Probes. Repetition of the complex edge from one of the prime shapes. Now, the small, closed shape lies on the complementary side of the complex edge. Direction of difference unexpected. Same/Different judgment may not require the black region in prime to be seen as figure along entire complex edge.
Local figure assignment is possible. (Hochberg, 1980) Method Introduce a distractor on probe trials to "capture" any dark region as figure effects (distractors used by Peterson & Lampignano, 2003; Treisman & DeSchepper, 1996) Reintroduce same/different task on prime trials Again difference direction unexpected.
We attribute the direction change to the vertically elongated primes. In other respects these experiments are similar to 8 others in which longer experimental RTs were found. 
Results
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Experimenta l Control
In the primes, one side of the complex edge was small and enclosed, favoring seeing that side as figure. We limited the horizontal excursions of the complex edge to 0.7°on either side of an origin, but local differences in convexity may still remain. If the gray side was more convex it may have won the competition. On probe trials, then, past experience may have cooperated (rather than competed) with area and closure.
Discussion
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that convexity won the competition on many of the prime trials, at least along part of the prime edge. Faster RTs on experimental than control probes are then be expected (Peterson & Enns, 2002 ). Our results demonstrate that figure assignment is not necessarily the same across the prime's entire complex edge. Despite this, we consistently found effects of past experience.
To test for convexity differences, we showed six observers the prime edge separating two equal area regions and asked them to report which side appeared to be figure. Separate judgments were made for the top and bottom half of each edge. Now convexity is the only cue that might favor one side over the other. For 73% of the edges, the figure was assigned to the gray side along at least part of the edge (entire edge: 23%; top: 26%; bottom: 24%), suggesting it was more convex than the black side.
